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To reduce noise components from original microseismic waves, a comprehensive fine signal processing approach using the
integrated decomposition analysis of the wave duration, frequency spectrum, and wavelet coefficient domain was developed and
implemented. Distribution regularities of the wave component and redundant noise on the frequency spectrum and the wavelet
coefficient domain were first expounded. The frequency threshold and wavelet coefficient threshold were determined for the
identification and extraction of the effective wave component.The frequency components between the reconstructed microseismic
wave and the original measuring signal were compared. The noise elimination effect via the scale-changed domain decomposition
was evaluated. Interaction between the frequency threshold and the wavelet coefficient threshold in the time domain was discussed.
The findings reveal that tri-domain decomposition analysis achieves the precise identification and extraction of the effective
microseismic wave component and improves the reliability of waves by eliminating the redundant noise. The frequency threshold
and the wavelet coefficient threshold on a specific time window are two critical parameters that determine the degree of precision
for the identification of the extracted wave component. This research involves development of the proposed integrated domain
decomposition method and provides a diverse view on the fine processing of the microseismic signal.

1. Introduction

In deep underground mining, microseismic events are ubiq-
uitous. As a direct manifestation of mining-induced tremors,
microseismic events are usually considered in the manage-
ment of major geological dynamic hazards, for example, rock
bursts or coal and gas outbursts. In addition, microseismic
events play a significant role in the assessment, prediction,
prevention, and control of deep dynamic disasters. Cur-
rently, for most of the research studies on microseismic
activity, determining how to extract valuable information
from microseismic events to represent the physical and
dynamic characteristics of coal and rock masses is one of the
main research interests [1–6]. These research studies focus

closely on microseismic data and more specifically on the
microseismic wave [7, 8]. Amicroseismic wave induced from
a microseismic event is acquired by advanced geophysical
monitoring equipment. It is a typical complicated nonstation-
ary signal with some unique characteristics, such as short
duration, sudden saltation, and rapid attenuation [9, 10].
Effective microseismic waves are quite necessary in mining
to describe and respond to the potential characteristics in
spectral analysis related to time, frequency, and energy, which
are prerequisites for further studies on hazard management
[11–13].

In most cases, a microseismic wave monitored in deep
rock is inevitably mixed with the redundant noise, which
is generally composed of firmware noise and environmental
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noise. Regarding the influence of hardware performance, the
logical error of a microseismic wave itself is irrevocable.
Advanced devices only help to acquire a wave as natural, orig-
inal, and close to reality as much as possible by suppressing
firmware noise on the premise of maintaining wave integrity.
Because of signal interference from the geomagnetic field,
electric discharge, and machinery operation, environmental
noise actually negatively affects a microseismic wave as a
result of the indeterminacy caused by unpredictable magni-
tude and duration [14, 15]. The redundant noise component
leads to many potential negative effects. For example, the
accuracy of focus positioning and the reliability of focus
energy calculation both decrease because of the vague arrival
time, and an evaluation error occurs in dynamic spectral
analysis because of abnormal frequencies. In particular, noise
interference results in tiny differences between the real wave
and the monitored wave; these differences decrease the
accuracy and reliability of characterizing amicroseismicwave
[16, 17]. Thus, adequate attention must be paid to the noise
elimination effect of a microseismic wave.

Noise in a signal is impossible to eliminate completely
because of the superposition of the redundant noise fre-
quency and the effective wave frequency [18, 19]. Regarding
frequency superposition, two challenges must be faced.
One challenge is the range determination of the frequency
distribution of the redundant noise and the effective wave
in the entire spectrum; another challenge is the proportion
confirmation of the frequency magnitude of the redundant
noise and the effective wave on the same frequency band.
Determining how to reduce the redundant noise component
from the original signal as much as possible has always
been a difficult problem to solve. In general signal process-
ing, for example, via use of a low-pass filter and wavelet
denoising, although these approaches are developed and have
contributed to many achievements, the noise elimination
effect of such approaches on the original microseismic sig-
nal is unstable and imprecise. Much of the effective wave
component is lost with the noise reduction. In addition,
noise is still abundant in the reserved portion of the signal.
Noise in the original microseismic signal is passive. Noise
frequencies are abundant in the entire frequency domain;
that is, it is not regional but mixed thoroughly with the
effective wave frequency, which is the intrinsic attribute of the
microseismic signal. Because of the abundance of the noise
component and the uncertainty of the noise distribution in
the entire frequency domain of the original microseismic
signal, the noise elimination capacity of each approach is
limited. Limitation and applicability of the general denoising
methods play negative roles on the noise elimination effect.
The adaptability of each method is different for distinct
signals. Noise reduction cannot be completely solved using
only one approach.

Microseismic wave reliability will be improved signifi-
cantly as the redundant noise component is reduced as much
as possible; in other words, the effective wave component is
extracted completely.Thus, in this study, the authors integrate
the advantages of the low-pass filter and wavelet denoising
and introduce a fine noise elimination method based on
the scale-changed domain decomposition on wave duration,

frequency spectrum, and wavelet coefficient. By extracting
the real wave component from the original monitored signal,
the noise component is reduced as much as possible, and
the high-quality microseismic wave component is obtained.
This approach is applicable for a microseismic wave with
an abundant noise component. Current research studies
on the precise identification and extraction of the effective
microseismic wave component are rarely achievable and
appear to be quite scarce and limited on microseismic wave
processing [20–22]. Here, we examine how it can be more
effective in achieving the noise elimination effect using
wave component identification and extraction. Moreover,
this study emphasizes the necessity for improving the reli-
ability of processing a microseismic wave and provides a
diverse research view for the basic processing ofmicroseismic
waves.

2. Principle of Scale-Changed Tri-Domain
Decomposition Analysis

Precise identification and extraction of the effective wave
component are one form of fine wave processing. Domain
decomposition analysis is a comprehensive approach for
implementing effective component identification and extrac-
tion via the conjoint wave decomposition in the time domain,
frequency domain, and wavelet coefficient domain. For a
fixed length of wave, the effective component of a subwave
with a specific time window is extracted upon a few threshold
frequencies in a subband. A preliminary effective wave is
then reconstructed based on the wavelet coefficients of the
processed subwaves. Immediately following the preliminary
extraction, advanced extraction to obtain the effective wave
component is conducted for subwaves with the specific
threshold frequency using a few threshold coefficients; a
relatively pure wave is finally achieved after wavelet packet
reconstruction of the effective wave component. The main
purpose of advanced extraction is separation of the high
frequency low-energy redundant component from the orig-
inal wave to leave only the low frequency high-energy
effective component. An analytical model for the scale-
changed tri-domain decomposition analysis is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Fine wave decomposition is conducted synthetically in
the time domain, frequency domain, and wavelet coefficient
domain. The precision of the decomposition depends on the
complexity of the wave structure, which is worthy of special
consideration in effective component extraction. In most
cases, such as the noise randomization, the mixed redundant
component cannot be confirmed quantitatively, and the real
microseismic wave is unknowable; as a result, the integral
microseismic wave is relatively complicated compared to
conventional signals. When using domain decomposition
analysis, one important issue is reasonable determination
of the threshold frequency and the threshold coefficient.
The threshold frequency and the threshold coefficient used
for one wave are usually different from those for oth-
ers. Only as these two parameters are reasonably deter-
mined can effective wave component extraction be possibly
achieved.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the analytical model of the scale-changed domain decomposition analysis.The time domain is determined by the time
duration; the thresholds in the frequency domain and the wavelet coefficient domain are restricted by the effective wave component and the
peak noise coefficient, respectively.

2.1. Wavelet Packet Function and Transform. In the wavelet
multiresolution analysis, the Hilbert space is decomposed as
the orthogonal sum of all wavelet subspaces 𝑊𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝑍),
which is a closure of the wavelet function according to the
different scales [23]. To improve the frequency resolution,
the wavelet subspace is decomposed based on the binary
mode [24, 25]. InHilbert space, scale subspace𝑉𝑗 andwavelet
subspace𝑊𝑗 are represented by a unified space 𝑈𝑗; that is,𝑉𝑗+1 = 𝑉𝑗 +𝑊𝑗,

𝑈0𝑗 = 𝑉𝑗,
𝑈1𝑗 = 𝑊𝑗,

⇓
𝑈0𝑗+1 = 𝑈0𝑗 + 𝑈1𝑗 .

(1)

If 𝑈𝑛𝑗 and 𝑈2𝑛𝑗 are the closure spaces of function 𝑢𝑛(𝑡)
and 𝑢2𝑛(𝑡), respectively, and satisfy the following dual-scale
equation:

𝑢2𝑛 (𝑡) = √2∑ℎ (𝑘) 𝑢𝑛 (2𝑡 − 𝑘) ,
𝑢2𝑛+1 (𝑡) = √2∑𝑔 (𝑘) 𝑢𝑛 (2𝑡 − 𝑘) ,

𝑘 ∈ 𝑍, 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . .
(2)

then 𝑈𝑛𝑗+1 = 𝑈2𝑛𝑗 + 𝑈2𝑛+1𝑗 . (3)

The orthogonal wavelet packet decided by base function𝑢0(𝑡) is then defined as

𝑊𝑗 = 𝑈2𝑘𝑗−𝑘 + 𝑈2𝑘+1𝑗−𝑘 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑈2𝑘+𝑚𝑗−𝑘 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑈2𝑘+1−2𝑗−𝑘

+ 𝑈2𝑘+1−1𝑗−𝑘 . (4)

2.2. Frequency Decomposition by the Wavelet Packet Trans-
form. A wavelet packet function can be briefly expressed as𝜑𝑗,𝑘,𝑛(𝑡) (𝑛 = 2𝑘+𝑚), in which parameters j, k, and 𝑛 represent
the scale, displacement, and frequency indicator, respectively
[26]. As the frequency representation, parameter 𝑛 overcomes
a defect of poor resolution in the high frequency range. Using
the wavelet packet transform, 2𝑛 frequency subbands are
obtained at the 𝑛th decomposition layer. The bandwidth of
each frequency subband is 𝑓max/2𝑛 (𝑓max is the maximum
frequency). The wave component in separate frequency
bands is clearly identified in detail by the deep decom-
position. Moreover, original wave 𝑠(𝑡) can be completely
reconstructed by these aequilate subbands [27, 28]. Fig-
ure 2 shows the wavelet packet decomposition at the fourth
level.

2.3. Wave Energy Representation by the Wavelet Packet Coeffi-
cient. Wavelet packet decomposition at a specific level 𝑖 can
be defined as [29]

𝑠 (𝑡) = 2𝑖−1∑
𝑗=0

𝑓𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑗) , (5)

where𝑓𝑖,𝑗(𝑡𝑗) is the reconstructed component in both decom-
position level 𝑖 and frequency bandwidth 𝑓max/2𝑖. According
to the Parseval theorem, finite energy of a random wave in
each frequency band is calculated by [30, 31]

𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = ∫
𝑇

𝑓𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡𝑗)2 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑁∑
𝑘=1

𝑥𝑗,𝑘2 , (6)

where 𝑥𝑗,𝑘 (𝑗 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2𝑖 − 1) is the amplitude of the
discrete points of reconstructed wave 𝑓𝑖,𝑗(𝑡𝑗) and 𝑁 is the
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Figure 2: Decomposition structure in the frequency domain of a
wave via the wavelet packet transform. The original wave at the
basic level passes through two complementary filters (low-pass
and high-pass) and emerges as two subwaves A1 and D1. Subwave
decomposition at the sublevel follows the same rules.

number of wave points.The total wave energy is then defined
as

𝐸𝑤 = 2𝑖−1∑
𝑗=0

𝐸𝑖,𝑗. (7)

3. Identification and Extraction of
the Microseismic Wave Component Using
Scale-Changed Tri-Domain Decomposition

To specify how to achieve the identification and extraction of
the microseismic wave component from the original signals
as effectively as possible using the tri-domain decomposition,
a microseismic wave group obtained from the Xingcun
underground coal mine, located in East China with a
focal mining depth of −893 meters, was selected randomly
from a huge database and treated as the study object. The
microseismic signal was measured using the Seismological
Observation System, which was developed by the Poland
Coal Research Institute and has been widely applied in many
coalmines around theworld.The basic function of the system
is monitoring the seismic events by determining their focus
location and then calculating their energy release. The sam-
pling frequency, recording dynamic range, nonlinear error,
and signal transmission form used in this field investigation
were 500Hz, ≤110 dB, <3%, and current mode, respectively.
The key components and a schematic diagram of the wave
monitoring system are shown in Figure 3.

Original waveforms and basic characteristic information
of the microseismic wave case, for example, the arrival time

of the longitudinal wave (P wave), the arrival time of the
transversewave (Swave) and the peak particle velocity (PPV),
are shown in Figure 4.

3.1. Characteristics of Noise in the Microseismic Wave Group.
No microseismic wave can remain pure during propagation
in a rock medium. All of the waves measured in differ-
ent locations are affected by various forms of noise. The
differences are merely the interference degree on the wave
propagation path. The waveform appears pure and smooth
when the noise level is low. In contrast, a high noise level
results in a rough waveform. Firmware noise is always
present; changes are due to the environmental noise, which
actually plays a more negative role. The noise component in
the original wave is relatively low for close waves, whereas
they become significant with the increase in the propagation
distance. Noise is unknown, quite irregular, and difficult
to identify visually. The noise component and magnitude
in a measured microseismic wave cannot be determined
because noise is natural and random; as a result, after the
denoising process, whether the abandoned noise component
is the objective noise or not is difficult to determine. Visual
comparison cannot be used to distinguish between real noise
and discarded noise, and the reliability of the denoising effect
is difficult to evaluate.

For the original wave case, the amplitude in each channel
is diverse. Noise is seriously suppressed by the strong micro-
seismic wave and is quite inconspicuous in those individual
waves, such as sw1, sw2, sw3, sw6, and sw7. Noise only
appears relatively obvious in waves with lower amplitudes,
for example, sw5, sw8, sw9, and sw12. According to the
waveform, only sw12 shows some repeated noise interference;
that is, the noise component in sw12 is completely regular,
and the corresponding waveform can be captured. In this
case, the repeated noise can be used to achieve the objec-
tive compression with the abandoned noise component to
verify the accuracy of the method applied in the research.
Thus, an individual microseismic wave monitored by the
twelfth detector is separated from the measured wave group
and is taken as a study sample to highlight the extraction
process of the effective wave component. The waveform and
reference noise of the effective wave component are shown
in Figure 5, from which it is found that wave sw12 is at
least interfered by three types of environmental noises other
than firmware noises. Its wave front and tail are obscure.
The PPV of wave sw12 is 0.012mm/s, which is almost seven
times the PPV of noise. The effective component in wave
sw12 is not easy to identify from the original waveform
alone.

3.2. Frequency Threshold Determination for Preliminary
Component Separation. One of the important issues when
extracting the effective wave component is the determination
of the threshold frequency. For awavewith a simple structure,
one or two threshold frequencies shall meet the preliminary
processing requirements. However, a few or more threshold
frequencies may become necessary to satisfy the extraction
requirements. This depends entirely on the complexity of
the structural characteristics in the wave frequency domain.
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Figure 3: Organizational structure and key components of the applied microseismic monitoring instrument.

In most cases, the frequency of the effective microseismic
wave component contributes in the low range gradually
with the increase in the wave propagation distance, whereas
the frequency of the redundant noise component is always
distributed over the entire spectrum. Hence, a threshold
frequency is set for separating the frequency domain of the
effective wave only.

According to the variation of the frequency spectrum in
Figure 6(a), the redundant noise component is distributed
throughout the entire spectrum, with particular concen-
tration in a specific high frequency range. Distribution of
firmware noise frequency is relatively even without many
obvious undulations in the entire spectrum. The average
level floats around the magnitude of 3.07 × 10−3. Firmware
noise has little effect on the microseismic wave and is
nearly negligible. By contrast, distribution of environmental
noise frequency becomes relatively significant and exhibits
an obvious undulation in the high frequency range. The
average level is approximately at the magnitude of 7.02 ×
10−3, more than twice the levels of firmware noise. Obvi-
ously, the component of environmental noise is mainly
concentrated in the high frequency domain of greater than
160Hz. The amplitude of the noise changes for frequencies
greater than 70Hz and achieves a peak of 1.05 × 10−1 at the
band at 215Hz. Among these three environmental sources,
noise (III) is judged to be the major cause of interference.
The spectral characteristics of noise frequency indicate that
the redundant component in the original microseismic
wave cannot be filtered out completely. Thus, extracting as

much of the effective wave component as possible must be
performed.

As shown in Figure 6(b), conspicuous spectral distribu-
tion of the frequency component of wave sw12 is mainly
concentrated in the low range, particularly in the range of
0∼41.4Hz. The dominant frequency is 16.848Hz. Moreover,
an inconspicuous frequency difference appears in the range
of 41.4∼81.1 Hz. It is inferred that the original measured wave
shares approximately 75 percent of the appreciable frequency
range with the redundant component, and the goodness
of fit is quite high, especially for frequencies greater than
81.1 Hz. The pure wave component only results in a dramatic
frequency increase in the low range of 0∼41.4Hz and a
slight increase in the frequency range of 41.4∼81.1 Hz. Thus,
the frequency range of 0∼81.1 Hz shall be considered the
acceptable range of the effective wave component; that is, the
band at 81.1 Hz can be taken as a threshold frequency for
wave sw12 as the simple spectral superposition between the
effective wave and the pure noise component. In addition,
for the wave tail, residual wave energy only induces faint
changes in the low frequency range of less than 31.25Hz.
The band at 31.25Hz thus can be taken as another threshold
frequency. Frequency comparison indicates the conspicu-
ous distribution characteristics of the wave component in
the entire spectrum. The effective wave component has an
extremely narrow bandwidth and is preferentially concen-
trated in the low frequency range; in addition, the magnitude
is significantly greater than that of the redundant component
in the superposed range.The evident response of the spectral
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phenomenon signifies that it is entirely feasible to extract the
effective microseismic wave component from only the low
frequency range.

The time-frequency characteristics of the Short Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) and the Wavelet Transform are
compared in Figure 7. It can be seen that the domain

frequency of the microseismic wave 12# can be identified
quickly from the imaging of these two methods. However,
the STFT results are quite rough.The time resolution and the
frequency resolution are difficult to improve simultaneously.
In addition, the types of noise cannot be clearly determined.
In contrast, the results of theWavelet Transform are quite fine
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Figure 7: Time-frequency characteristics of the STFT and the Wavelet Transform.

and smooth. The time resolution and frequency resolution
can be improved at the same time based on the require-
ments. The noise components in microseismic waves can be
identified directly because the width of the STFT window
function is changeless. The sampling interval in the time
domain and the frequency domain is a constant. The size
and shape of the window are independent of the frequency,
and the localization of both time and frequency cannot be
achieved.

3.3. Wavelet Coefficient Threshold for Effective Identification
of the Wave Component. For extraction of the effective

microseismic wave component, another key point is the
identification of the threshold coefficient that is used for
separating the coefficients of the pure wave and that of
random noise. Extraction of the effective wave component
can be achieved only if its wavelet coefficients are reserved.
The wavelet coefficient threshold is the key factor in the
distortion and extraction error of the effective wave and
directly determines the quality of the extracted effective
component. The necessary threshold coefficient is restricted
by the frequency domain in a specific time domain, and its
magnitude depends on the peak wavelet coefficient of the
redundant component. Because of the obvious difference in
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Table 1: Necessary wavelet packet coefficient thresholds restricted by the frequency threshold in a specific time window.

Threshold Wavelet packet coefficient (×10−3)
(I) (II) (III) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

Frequency (Hz)
0∼31.25 / 3.72 3.72 / / 2.185 2.185
31.25∼250 / 1.356 1.356 / / 1.219 1.219
0∼81.1 3.72 / / 2.185 2.185 / /
81.1∼250 1.356 / / 1.219 1.219 / /
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Figure 8: Changes in the magnitude of the maximum wavelet
coefficient of the monitored microseismic wave and random noise
with the decomposition level. The maximum coefficient magnitude
of the monitored microseismic wave increases first from level 3 to
level 5 and then decreases after level 5. The maximum coefficient
magnitude of random noise continues to increase in a fluctuating
manner until reaching level 8. The microseismic wave achieves the
best wavelet packet decomposition at level 5.

noise wavelet coefficients, two or more threshold coefficients
are usually necessary for precise identification of the effective
microseismic wave component.

Throughout the extraction of the effective wave compo-
nent, basis function sym5 is applied to the wavelet packet
transform of the microseismic wave as the optimal basis
[10]. As the magnitude of the wavelet coefficients is not
static but changes with the decomposition level, the wavelet
coefficients of the effective wave component and those of
the random noise component present some distinct char-
acteristics at different decomposing levels, as shown in
Figure 8.

It is found that the difference between the maximum
coefficients of the effective wave and maximum coefficients
of random noise increases to the peak at the fifth level,
indicating that most of the effective wave component shall
be extracted when the original wave is decomposed by the
basis sym5 at level 5. Hence, the optimum decomposition
level is determined based upon the coefficient of variation.
The wave component is proportional to the magnitude of the
corresponding wavelet coefficients. After the reranking of the

wavelet coefficients according to the rules of the Gray code,
the distribution of the coefficientmagnitude of themonitored
microseismic wave and noise in the time-frequency conjoint
domain is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows that the component of a pure wave is con-
centrated in a localized region of the time-frequency conjoint
domain. Figure 9 synthetically represents the concentration
characteristics of the wavelet coefficients in the frequency
spectrum with temporal variation, indicating that the mag-
nitude of the wavelet coefficients is the energy representation
of the wave component in a time series. The coefficient mag-
nitude distribution of the microseismic wave and random
noise in the time-frequency conjoint domain implies the clear
ingredient characteristics and provides a reliable guarantee of
the spectral decomposition. Corresponding to the threshold
frequency, the threshold coefficients used for extracting the
effectivewave component in each timewindow are confirmed
by the peak wavelet coefficient of the noise component, as
listed in Table 1.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Effective Component Extraction of theMicroseismicWaves.
Themicroseismicwave component is identified and extracted
effectively after the above-described processing; the purified
wave is shown in Figure 10. Compared to the original wave,
the waveform of the extracted wave is obviously clearer.
The arrival time, which changes from 0.492 s to 0.462 s, is
more easily recognizable and is effectively corrected by the
wave extraction process. The PPV changes infinitesimally.
The difference is only 0.179 𝜇m/s, which is a 1.72% decrease
of the original PPV. The main variation lies in the frequency
distribution of the extracted effective wave. Comparison of
the frequency spectrum of the extracted effective wave and
that of the original wave is shown in Figure 11. The frequency
spectrum of the extracted effective wave is more concise.
The dominant frequency changes are minor from 16.848Hz
to 17.133Hz, with the magnitude increasing slightly from
0.347 to 0.353. Obvious changes appear in the high frequency
domain. The magnitude in the frequency range greater than
110Hz tends toward zero, indicating that the random noise
component is almost completely absent. Insignificant fre-
quency variation appearing in the low range indicates that the
effective wave component is extracted perfectly. Finally, the
original microseismic wave is purified. It turns out that the
effective wave achieves an excellent extraction process from
the original measured wave via the scale-changed domain
decomposition. In addition, superposition of the redundant
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domain after performing the wavelet packet transform using the basis sym5 at level 5.
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Figure 10: Pure microseismic waveform reconstructed via the effective wave component extracted from the original measured wave sw12.

noise frequency and the effective wave frequency is effectively
addressed.

4.2. Evaluation of the Extracting Reliability of the Effective
Wave Component. To verify the extracting reliability of the
effectivewave component, quantitative evaluation of thewave
effect is performed based on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
and the energy-reservation ratio 𝜂𝐸. The relevant expressions
are defined as

SNR = 10 log( ∑𝑁1 𝑆2 (𝑖)∑𝑁1 [𝑆 (𝑖) − 𝑆 (𝑖)]2) ,
𝜂𝐸 = ∑𝑁1 𝐸𝑆(𝑖)∑𝑁1 𝐸𝑆(𝑖) × 100%,

(8)

where 𝑆(𝑖) and 𝑆(𝑖) are the original microseismic wave and
the extracted wave, respectively. 𝑁 is the wave length. High
values of the SNR and the energy-reservation ratio generally
ensure the well-preserved characteristics of the effective
wave and well-satisfied requirements of the wave smoothness
and necessarily indicate a great extraction effect. The SNR

value and energy-reservation ratio of the extracted effective
wave are compared with the results obtained from other
conventional approaches, as listed in Table 2.

This table directly reveals the excellent wave extracting
effect of the scale-changed domain decomposition, by which
the effective wave components have the highest values of the
SNR and the energy-reservation ratio. The reliability of the
desired microseismic wave is indeed enhanced. Note that the
energy of the extracted effective wave is a direct consequence
of subtracting the pure noise energy from the original wave
energy. Only quite small amounts of wave energy from the
threshold coefficient in the low frequency range are missing.

4.3. Precise Extraction of the Effective Component for Micro-
seismic Wave Group. Following the abovementioned extrac-
tion process for the effective wave component, the extracted
results of pure microseismic waves in other monitoring
channels are shown in Figure 12. Moreover, the acceptable
frequency domain of the extracted effective microseismic
waves in the monitoring channels and the corresponding
variation of a fewdominant parameters, such as the dominant
frequency, wave energy, SNR, and energy-reservation ratio,
are listed in Table 3.
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Table 2: Comparison of the SNR value and the energy-reservation ratio of the effective wave processed using diverse approaches.

Tri-domain
decomposition method

Independent wavelet methods
Wavelet packet transform Wavelet transform

Compression
(3.72 × 10−3)

Denoising
(3.72 × 10−3)

Compression
(1.881 × 10−3) Denoising∗

SNR (dB) 10.797 8.855 5.329 10.134 10.198𝜂𝐸 (%) 92.317 88.484 60.336 91.163 89.009
∗Coefficient thresholds for the wavelet denoising at levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 2.096 × 10−3, 1.258 × 10−3, 1.013 × 10−3, 0, and 0, respectively.

Table 3: Acceptable frequency domain and variation of the dominant parameters of the extracted effective microseismic waves in all of the
monitoring channels.

Wave group Reserved frequency domain Dominant frequency Wave energy SNR Energy reservation ratio
(Hz) (Hz) (J) (dB) (%)

sw1 0∼196.7 93.95 1705.43 11.262 91.541
sw2 0∼107.5 36.27 17948.46 10.728 88.327
sw3 0∼151.1 10.85 162.74 9.782 93.374
sw4 0∼67.1 21.70 47.91 10.692 90.198
sw5 0∼54.3 17.70 8.42 12.014 86.136
sw6 0∼134.2 23.42 78.33 10.962 91.355
sw7 0∼121.4 13.42 32.78 9.488 92.027
sw8 0∼38.3 16.85 2.79 10.112 88.935
sw9 0∼144.2 5.71 6.12 10.771 93.618
sw10 0∼94.5 7.42 26.43 12.236 86.194
sw11 0∼45.7 11.71 9.39 11.543 91.382
sw12 0∼41.4 17.13 3.51 10.797 92.317

(Dominant frequency)
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Figure 11: Comparison of the frequency spectrum of the extracted
effective microseismic wave and the original measured wave.

The characteristics of the dominant parameters again
clearly verify that the frequency bandwidth of the effective
wave component becomes narrow and is concentrated in the
low range gradually with the increase in the propagation dis-
tance.Wave energy decreases because of the absorption effect
of the propagation medium. Despite the noise interference,
higher values of the SNR and the energy-reservation ratio
indicate that the microseismic wave component in the orig-
inal signal is precisely identified and effectively extracted by
using the scale-changed domain decomposition. In addition,
the frequency separation effect is accordingly improved the

most.Microseismic waves with long propagation distance are
more desirable for the effective wave component extraction
because of the increasing noise interference.

5. Discussion

5.1. Effect of the Scale-Changed Tri-Domain Decomposition on
Noise Reduction. Precise identification and effective extrac-
tion of the microseismic wave component are fundamen-
tal and quite essential for the processing of the original
measuring signal. Because of noise interference, most of
the original measuring signals cannot be directly applied
to the subsequent quantitative analysis, for example, the
focus positioning and focus energy calculation. A denoising
process targeting this type of high noise signal is indispens-
able. The approaches applied in noise reduction focused on
signal denoising. Differences lie in the fundamental point,
the processing mode, and the final effect. The purposes of
previousmethods are noise elimination from the original sig-
nal while retaining the effective wave component. However,
the purpose of the scale-changed domain decomposition is
effective wave component extraction from the original signal
by eliminating the noise. The arrival time is one of the
key parameters closely related to the focus positioning and
the focus energy calculation. Any slight time error induces
the decrease in the reliability of the arrival time. Domain
decomposition plays a significant role in the correction of
the arrival times of longitudinal and transverse waves. The
arrival times of longitudinal and transverse waves identified
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Figure 12: Recognizable waveform of the pure microseismic waves reconstructed via the extracted effective wave component in other
monitoring channels.

from the purified extracted microseismic wave contribute
to ensuring the reliability of focus repositioning and focus
energy recalculation.

Noise applied in this case is only a regular reference for
the original measuring signal. The reference noise helps to
control the reliability of the effective microseismic wave. It is
not the real noise in sw12.The reason why the reference noise
is used in this case study is that the noise mixed in wave sw12
occurs repeatedly and has a high correlation coefficient with
the reference noise. Because of the repeatability of the noise
waveform, the reference noise is intercepted from the front
portion of the long-duration measuring signal without any
microseismic wave component. Using the reference noise,
the noise form in the original sw12 can be determined. After
the effective component extraction, the eliminated noise
component from sw12 is compared with the reference noise
to verify the denoising effect of this approach. For most of
the original measuring waves, both real microseismic waves
andmixed noise are completely unknown,whichwould bring
difficulties into the threshold determination of the frequency
and the wavelet coefficient.

5.2. Effect of the Frequency Threshold on the Identification
and Extraction of the Microseismic Wave Component. When

applying the scale-changed domain decomposition, precise
identification of the thresholds corresponding to the wave
frequency and wavelet coefficient in a specific time domain
is key. The frequency threshold is applied to achieve the
preliminary process of the original measured wave, and
the wavelet coefficient threshold achieves advanced fine
extraction of the effective wave component. The purpose of
preliminary wave extraction using a frequency threshold is
filtering the noise component in the high frequency range, by
which the entire effective wave component is not impaired.
For microseismic wave sw12, the frequency distribution
in the entire time domain is relatively regular. Here, two
threshold frequencies, 31.25Hz and 81.1 Hz, are adequate to
preliminarily extract the effective wave component. Effective
identification results of the microseismic wave component
are shown in Figure 13(a) after the preliminary extraction
using the frequency threshold, by which most of the high
frequency redundant component is already rejected. Formost
of the originalmeasuringwaves, the frequency distribution in
the time domain is quite irregular because of the interference
of aperiodic nonquantitative environmental noise. It shall be
better once the separate threshold frequency is confirmed at a
timewindow as short as possible, and all thresholds are deter-
mined according to the total wave structure. If no frequency
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Figure 13: Identification results of the effective microseismic wave component after the preliminary extraction via the threshold frequency
and advanced extraction via the threshold coefficient.

threshold is applied, then the effective wave component of
sw12 can be extracted completely only because the wavelet
coefficient threshold is greater than 3.72 × 10−3, which is just
a threshold coefficient applied for the conventional wavelet
packet transform. Single wave component extraction is not
sufficiently effective and undoubtedly decreases the reliability
of the effective wave.

5.3. Effect of the Wavelet Coefficient Threshold on the Iden-
tification and Extraction of the Microseismic Wave Com-
ponent. Because the wavelet coefficient magnitude of the
noise component in the high frequency range is obviously
greater than that of the noise component in the low fre-
quency range, the wavelet coefficient threshold used in low
frequency can be reduced once the high frequency noise
component is removed. In addition, the magnitude of the
wavelet coefficient threshold set for extracting the effective
wave component could be decreased; this approach plays
an excellent role in protecting the details of the effective
wave component. The feasibility of pure microseismic wave
reconstruction using only wavelet coefficients of the effective
wave component consequently increases.The greater wavelet
coefficient threshold results in more general identification
and extraction of the effectivemicroseismicwave component.
The extracted microseismic wave approaches reality only
as the wavelet coefficient threshold decreases in a specific
frequency domain. The more precise identification results of
the microseismic wave component are shown in Figure 13(b)
after the advanced extraction using the wavelet coefficient
threshold.

Microseismic waves extracted only by the greater wavelet
coefficient threshold shall be quite pure but unrealistic
because other effective wave components whose coefficient
magnitude is lower than the coefficient threshold are lost with

the noise component. As a result, wave component extraction
using the single threshold (frequency orwavelet coefficient) is
defective in this case. Multistage synergistic interaction of the
frequency threshold and the wavelet coefficient threshold in a
specific time domain achieves a better denoising effect via the
identification and extraction of the effective wave component
and ensures the reliability of the extracted microseismic
waves.The use of more thresholds ensures a better extracting
process of the effective wave component, thus enabling the
excellent analytical solution in the grid density of the triaxial
domains among duration, frequency, and wavelet coefficient.

6. Conclusions

The following conclusions are made from the above results
and discussion.

(1) Scale-changed tri-domain decomposition analysis is
a comprehensive approach for fine wave processing. The
effective microseismic wave component is identified and
extracted as precisely as possible via the fine decomposition
analysis on triaxial domains composed of time, frequency,
and wavelet coefficients. Using the domain decomposition,
the extractedwave component is fairly pure, thereby ensuring
the reliability of the new wave reconstructed by the effective
component.

(2) Accurate identification of the threshold frequency
and the threshold coefficient is the key to the application.
Interaction of the threshold frequency and the threshold
coefficient in the time domain promotes the analytical solu-
tion of subwaves. The threshold frequency is determined
by the spectral distribution of the original wave in the
time domain; the threshold coefficient is determined by the
peak wavelet coefficient of the redundant component in the
frequency domain. More reasonable threshold frequencies
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and threshold coefficients achieve better extraction of the
effective wave component.

(3) The precision of the scale-changed decomposition in
the time domain, frequency domain, and wavelet coefficient
domain is totally dependent upon the complexity of the
original wave structure. The spectral characteristics of the
real wave and the redundant noise component improve the
precision recognition. The dominant parameters, such as
the arrival time, dominant frequency, and wave energy, are
all corrected and reserved for the extracted effective wave
component via the scale-changed tri-domain decomposition.
The corrected wave parameters contribute to the accurate
repositioning of the focus and recalculation of the energy.

Additional Points

Highlights. (i) Domain decomposition analysis is an effective
approach for precise wave processing. (ii) Accurate threshold
identification of frequency and wavelet coefficient is a key.
(iii) Wave spectral characteristics on triaxial domains pro-
mote the extracting precision. (iv) Effective wave component
ensures the reliability of reconstructed microseismic wave.
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